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ONLINE LEARNING AND GAME THEORY. A QUICK OVERVIEW WITH
RECENT RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS ∗

Mathieu Faure 1 , Pierre Gaillard 2 , Bruno Gaujal 3 and Vianney Perchet 4
Abstract. We study one of the main concept of online learning and sequential decision problem
known as regret minimization. We investigate three different frameworks, whether data are generated
accordingly to some i.i.d. process, or when no assumption whatsoever are made on their generation
and, finally, when they are the consequences of some sequential interactions between players.
The overall objective is to provide a comprehensive introduction to this domain. In each of these
main setups, we define and analyze classical algorithms and we analyze their performances. Finally,
we also show that some concepts of equilibria that emerged in game theory are learnable by players
using online learning schemes while some other concepts are not learnable.

Introduction
In sequential decision problems, or online learning, a decision maker takes sequentially decisions, for instance
to classify some data, and his decisions (or actions) give him a sequence of rewards (or, alternatively, of losses).
His objective is to maximize his cumulative rewards or, in an equivalent way, to minimize his regret. A possible
interpretation of the latter is “the difference between the highest cumulative reward obtained by choosing at
each stage the same action and the actual cumulative reward obtained”. Stated otherwise, regret is the difference
between what the decision maker could have got had he known in advance the empirical distribution of outcomes
(the rewards associated to each action) and what he actually got, hence the name of “regret”.
This concept has been introduced by Hannan [1957] and have got a lot of interest recently (see the fundamental
textbook Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi [2006] and references therein). One of the main examples of applications
concerns websites that display advertisements each time a new visitor arrives. A website gets paid if the user
clicks on the banner displayed. As a consequence, one must learn which ad has the highest probability of clicks,
as displaying it generates the highest revenue. Moreover, the learning should be as fast as possible: displaying
too many ads without clicks might give better estimates of low probabilities, but the original problem is not
really the estimation of these probabilities than finding the optimal one.
Those problems are usually called “bandit” problems, in reference to the slot machines that can be found
in a casino (see the recent survey Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi [2012]). When entering a casino, a decision maker
faces a large number of machines (hence the name of “multi-armed bandit”) and the expected reward of each
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machine might differ. In order to maximize his gains (or, to be more realistic, to minimize his losses), he pulls
arms of machines in some sequential order with the objective of finding the best machine as fast as possible.
These sequential decision problems simultaneously combine estimation and optimization. As a matter of
fact, the main difficulty is deciding how much time/effort/money should be spent on estimation, to get precise
and/or accurate prediction, and on optimization, i.e., to use the information already gathered to obtain the
highest reward, maybe without getting additional information.
We shall consider three main frameworks.
– In the first one, we will assume that the rewards obtained by a decision (or an arm) are i.i.d. and
independent from each other, which is typically the case in the casino example. In that case, we shall
show that the regret can be uniformly bounded if the rewards of all machines are observed at each time
(or with additional a-priori knowledge on the distribution of rewards) and increases logarithmically
otherwise, see Lai and Robbins [1985].
– In the second more general setup, we shall remove this stochasticity assumption by assuming that the
sequence of rewards can be arbitrary; even more generally, rewards might be adaptive to the past choices
of the decision maker. This framework can be seen as a game between the decision maker and Nature
that chooses at each stage all the possible rewards. A key property is that no assumptions are made
on the behavior, or the objectives of Nature: a strategy of the decision maker must be good against
any sequence of rewards. Quite surprisingly, and as shown in √
the second section, it is possible to devise
strategies with a sub-linearly increase of regret, typically in n, where n is the number of stages, see
Auer et al. [2002b]. This frameworks is usually referred to as “adversarial”’ (or individual sequences).
– In the last framework, we may assume that rewards are actually generated by other players that might
also be minimizing their regret. The main question is whether the behavior of the player converges, in
a sense to be defined properly, to some solution concept of game theory. This is the central question of
the last section, see also Hart and Mas-Colell [2000].
As the objective is to provide a comprehensive introduction to this domain, the detailed organization of the
paper is the following.
In Section 1, we consider learning in stochastic environment. The general model is detailed in Subsection
1.1, then we study the full monitoring case (that can be used as a benchmark to evaluate complexity of other
models) in Subsection 1.2, the more general bandit monitoring framework in Subsection 1.3 and then we compare
whether guarantees of the full monitoring case can be achieved with partial monitoring in Subsection 1.4. We
conclude this section with some possible extensions, detailed in Subsection 1.5.
The adversarial case is studied in Section 2.The model is developed in Subsection 2.1 and a well known and
used algorithm based on exponential weights is also described there. In the next Subsection 2.2, we provide a
generic and useful tool, based on “stochastic approximations”, to obtain asymptotic performance of some class
of strategies. We then show in Subsection 2.3 that, in this framework, smaller regret bounds can sometimes be
achieved under some regularity assumptions upon the sequences of data generated by Nature. We also introduce
more general versions of regret in Subsection 2.4 and we show how to minimize them. This section is concluded
in Subsection 2.5 with a detailed application of this theory.
We consider in the last Section 3 the game theoretic framework, whose general model is recalled in Subsection
3.1. We first introduce the concept of learnable equilibria and we show that the classical “Nash equilibria” are
typically not learnable in Subsection 3.2. In Subsection 3.3, we consider learning equilibria in a specific subclass
of games, potential games. In the final Subsection 3.4, learning in a distributed way is considered and studied.

1. Learning in Stochastic Environment
We first consider the “stochastic environment” with i.i.d. data obtained and treated sequentially.
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1.1. Model, Estimation Procedures and Regret
We consider the sequential decision problems where an agent (or a decision maker, an algorithm, a player,
depending on the context) takes at each stage n ∈ N a decision kn in a finite set K := {1, . . . , K}. In the
multi-armed bandit langage, he “pulls the arm kn ”. The reward received depends both on the state n ∈ N and
(k )
(k)
on the decision kn ∈ K. It is denoted by Xn n ∈ [0, 1] where {Xn }n∈N are K i.i.d. processes in [0, 1] whose
(k)
(k)
distributions and expectations µ := E[Xn ] are unknown.
The decision kn can be a (random) function of the information available to the agent up to time n. We
distinguish two main scenarios:
 (k)
– Either kn can depend on all the previous values of all processes, i.e., it can depend on Xm , km ; m ∈
{1, . . . , n − 1}, k ∈ K – this framework is referred to as with full monitoring –,
 (k )
– or kn can only depend on the sequence of rewards of the agent, i.e., on Xm m , km ; m ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}
– a framework referred to as with bandit monitoring.
Stated otherwise, with bandit monitoring, the agent observes only the realization of the chosen process (the arm
pulled) while he observes all the realizations (even of the processes he did not choose, i.e., the arm he did not
pull) with full monitoring. We call a strategy (or algorithm, policy, decision rule, etc.) the mapping associating
to any finite history the decision to be taken.
Pn
Pn
(k )
The agent aims at maximizing the cumulative expected reward m=1 µ(km ) = E m=1 Xm m . Depending
(1)
(K)
on the value of the parameters µ , . . . , µ , this quantity can be arbitrarily large, i.e., of the order of n, or
arbitrarily small, i.e., of the order of 1. As a consequence, the overall objective is usually rewritten in terms of
minimization of regret Rn defined by (all the following definitions are equivalent):
Rn := max nµ(k) −
k∈K

n
X
m=1

µ(km ) = nµ? −

n
X

µ(km ) =

m=1

n
X

∆(km ) =

m=1

X

∆(k) Nn [k],

k∈K

where
µ? = max µ(k) ,
k∈K

∆(k) := µ? − µ(k) ,

Nn [k] = ]{m ≤ n; km = k}.

The parameter ∆(k) is referred to as the gap of the arm k and Nn [k] is the number of times arm k was pulled
before stage n. We emphasize here that the regret Rn is a random variable since it is defined through the
(k)
sequence {kn } which depends on the random sequences {Xn }. We aim at devising strategies guaranteeing
that the expected regret E[Rn ] grows sub-linearly, logarithmically or even that it is uniformly bounded.
With bandit monitoring, the difficulty of this problem is that it combines the estimation of the µ(k) and the
optimization of the rewards. The first one is usually called the exploration and the second one the exploitation.
We shall conclude this section by showing that the exploration, i.e., the mere estimation of the means µ(k) , is
by itself rather easy.
Indeed,
Pn given an i.i.d. process Zn ∈ [0, 1], an unbiased estimator of its mean µ is simply the empirical average
Z n := m=1 Zm /n which concentrates exponentially fast around µ, thanks to Hoeffding’s inequality (see, e.g.,
Boucheron et al. [2013] for a recent textbook on concentration inequalities):
n
o
2
P Z n − µ ≥ ε ≤ e−2nε , ∀ε ≥ 0.
(1)
This simple exponential inequality has a crucial consequence: estimating the mean µ through the empirical
averages Z n makes only a finite number of mistakes bigger than ε in expectation, i.e., the number of stages
where Z n is ε-away from µ is uniformly bounded. Indeed, for all ε > 0,
E

h X
m∈N∗

i
X

2
1 |Z n − µ| ≥ ε ≤ 2
e−2nε =
m∈N∗

2
1
≤ 2.
ε
−1

e2ε2
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This bound can be slightly improved to log(2)/ε2 if 2ε2 ≤ log(2) or using more precise concentration inequalities.

1.2. The benchmark: Full Monitoring
We first consider the easiest problem, with full monitoring. We recall that, in this setup, the decision kn ∈ K
(k)
can depend on all the precedent values Xm , for all m ≤ n − 1 and all k ∈ K. This simple framework shall
be used as a “benchmark” to evaluate the difficulty of the bandit monitoring as well as the performance of
algorithms.
In this framework, one can devise a very simple strategy with impressive guarantees.
Optimal Strategy with Full Monitoring
(k)

Choose kn+1 ∈ arg max X n
k∈K

?

(k)

Let k ∈ K be such that ∆(k) = µ? − µ(k) > 0, then it holds that X n − X n is smaller than 0 on, at most,
2
1/ ∆(k) stages, which is therefore a uniform bound on E[Nn [k]]. As a consequence, we directly obtain that
the expected regret of this strategy is bounded as
E[Rn ] ≤

X
k:∆(k) >0

1
.
∆(k)

(2)

Actually, the upper-bound can be drastically improved, but the proofs are more involved. For instance, if all
∆(k) are equal to some ∆, then it is possible to show that
E[Rn ] .

log(K)
,
∆

where the notation . means that there exists some universal constant c > 0 (independent of all the parameters
of the problem at hand) such that E[Rn ] ≤ c log(K)/∆
A particular interpretation of these results is that the expected regret is bounded uniformly in n. P
But there
might exist trivial better upper-bounds for smaller values of n. For instance, if n = 1, R1 ≤ 1 
1/∆(k) .
2
?
(k)
This is a direct consequence of the fact that the main argument was that X n − X n ≤ 0 on, at most, 1/ ∆(k)
stages; obviously, when n is small enough, n is a better trivial upper bound on this number.
This idea can be used to obtain worst case (or distribution independent) bounds, i.e., guarantees on the expected regret E[Rn ] that hold for all values of the gaps ∆(k) , but at a fixed horizon n. For instance, Equation (2)
can be rephrased into
X
√
1
(k)
E[Rn ] ≤
∧
n
∆
≤
Kn,
k
∆(k)
(k)
k:∆

>0

where nk is the expected number of stages where arm k is pulled beforePstage n. The last upper-bound comes
from a simple optimization over all nk and ∆k , with the constraint that k nk = n and ∆(k) ∈ [0, 1]. As before,
this worst-case bound can be greatly improved; for instance, when all ∆(k) are equal to some ∆, then
E[Rn ] .

p
log(K)
∧ n∆ = log(K)n .
∆

We emphasize here the difference between distribution-dependent bounds (that depend on ∆(k) ) and worst-case
bounds. The former are given for fixed values of ∆(k) and hold uniformly in n ∈ N, while the latter are given
for a fixed value of n and are true for any value of ∆(k) : for any n, they are obtained by choosing the worst
possible gaps.
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1.3. Performance Guarantees with Bandit Monitoring
We now consider the bandit monitoring, a more realistic framework for many applications in mind. We recall
(k)
that the main constraint is that all the values {Xm ; m ≤ n, k ∈ K} are not observed and the choice of kn+1
(km )
can only depends on {Xm ; m ≤ n}.
(k)

In that framework, it is not possible, by definition, to choose kn+1 ∈ arg max X n , since those averages are
k∈K

not computable by the decision maker. The only computable averages are
bn(k) =
X

(k)

Pn

m=1

1{km = k}Xm
,
Nn [k]

where we recall that Nn [k] is the number of stages where arm k has been pulled before stage n. Without loss
of generality, we can always assume that the K arms are each pull once during the first K stages, i.e., km = m
bn(k) are well defined after K stages (otherwise, follow the convention 0/0 = 1).
for m ∈ {1, . . . , K}, so that X
The set of K first stages is called the initialization phase.
bn(k) is doomed to incur a linear regret.
It is rather immediate to understand that choosing kn+1 ∈ arg max X
(2)
(1)
Indeed, assume that K = 2, that Xn is a Bernoulli of parameter 1/2 and Xn = 1/4 deterministically.
b (1) = 0 with probability 1/2 while X
bn(2) is always equal to 1/4. As a consequence, the aforementioned
Then X
2
algorithm will always choose kn = 2 which gives an expected regret of at least n/8.
bn(k) will converge to its
The reason the regret grows linearly is that there are no theoretical guarantees that X
expectation µ(k) , because Nn [k] might not increase to infinity, as in the simple counter-example. An ingenuous
bn(k) in which µ(k) belongs with arbitrarily
way to tackle this issue is to define a confidence interval around each X
high probability. The strategy is then rather simple and consists in choosing the interval with the highest
upper-bound since it might contain the highest mean.
This strategy is called UCB for Upper Confidence Bound, see Auer et al. [2002a], and is defined as follows.
Upper Confidence Bound (UCB)
i) Initialization phase: For n ≤ K,s
kn = n
bn(k) +
ii) Choose kn+1 ∈ arg max X
k∈K

2

log(n)
Nn [k]

This strategy has the following guarantee:
X

E[Rn ] .

k:∆(k) >0

log(n)
+ ∆(k) .
∆(k)

(3)

(k)

This result can be proved rather immediately without noise, i.e., when Xn = µ(k) for all n and k. Indeed, a
suboptimal arm k is played at stage n if n = k (during the initialization phase) or if
s
µ? +

2 log(n)
≤ µ(k) +
Nn [?]

s

2 log(n)
2 log(n)
=⇒ Nn [k] ≤
2 .
Nn [k]
∆(k)

(k)
b (k)
The presence of noise
q is handled using Hoeffding’s inequality that ensures that Xn is equal to µ up to an
log(n)
error term of order 2 Nn [k] with a probability larger than 1 − 1/n4 . As a consequence, the expected number of

stages where µ(k) is not in his confidence interval is uniformly bounded in expectation and on the other stages
the same argument applies.
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The algorithm UCB had a huge impact because it was the first one bounding the regret with a logarithmic,
(k)
non-asymptotic dependency in n and for any distribution of rewards, as long as Xn belongs to [0, 1]. It
even matches a lower bound since when K = 2 and no matter the algorithm, there will always exist a set of
(1)
(2)
distributions of Xn and Xn with |µ(1) − µ(2) | = ∆ and such that lim supn E[Rn ]/ log(n) & 1/∆, see Lai and
Robbins [1985].
On the other hand, the performance of UCB is sub-optimal in the worst-case sense. Indeed, consider the
case for simplicity where all the ∆(k) are equal to the same ∆; in that case, Equation (3) can be rewritten into
K log(n)
∧ n∆
∆
p
and
p the right-hand side is maximized, when n is fixed, for ∆ = K log(n)/n which gives a regret bounded
√ as
K log(n)n. The dependency in n is suboptimal as it is known that regret can always be bounded in Kn,
see Vovk [1990].
E[Rn ] .

In order to remove this extra logarithmic term in the worst case, the UCB algorithm has been adapted in
different ways; the common idea is to modify the confidence term. When the horizon of the interaction N ∈ N
if fixed and known in advance, the MOSS algorithm (where MOSS stands for Minimax Optimal Strategy in the
Stochastic case, see Audibert and Bubeck [2010]) turns the confidence term into
v


u
N
u log
t
KNn [k]
N
if Nn [k] ≤
and 0 otherwise.
Nn [k]
K
This algorithm guarantees that, with the notation ∆min = min{∆(k) ; ∆(k) > 0}:
E[RN ] .

K
log
∆min



N ∆2min
K


, where log(·) = max{1, log(·)}.

√
More importantly, it also ensures that E[Rn ] . KN in the worst case analysis.
Another idea is to draw arms alternatively until one is proved to be, with very high probability, better than
another one, see Perchet and Rigollet [2013]. When it happens, the supposed to be suboptimal arm is stop
being pulled. The testing criterion is rather simple as an arm k is declared better than another arm k 0 at some
stage n if
v
v




u
u
N
N
u log
u log
Nn [k]
Nn [k0 ]
bn(k) − t
bn(k0 ) + t
X
&X
.
Nn [k]
Nn [k 0 ]
This algorithm is called SE for Successive Elimination, it also requires the knowledge of the horizon N and it
has the following guarantee

X log N (∆(k) )2
p
E[RN ] .
and E[RN ] . K log(K)N .
(k)
∆
(k)
k:∆

>0

Since K/∆min and k 1/∆(k) are not comparable, the two algorithms MOSS and SE are not comparable either
(k)
and their relative performances
case analysis, the SE
p depend on the set of parameters {∆ }. In the worst
p
algorithm suffers an extra log(K) term but, in any case, it is smaller than the log(n) that appears with
UCB. On the other hand, the SE algorithm is simpler in the sense that remaining arms are pulled one after the
other, in a more predictable way than when following UCB and MOSS.
One of the main drawbacks of both algorithms is that the horizon N must be known in advance. A variant
of UCB, called UCB-2 (its analysis is more involved than the original version of UCB, Auer et al. [2002a], and
P
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it is also based on a modification of the confidence term), actually achieves the same guarantee as SE at all
stages n ∈ N (and not just at a fixed horizon).

1.4. Matching the Performances of Full Monitoring
A natural question that arises is whether the performances attainable with full monitoring can be attained
in the bandit setting, even when K = 2. Without additional assumptions (see also Section 2.3), the answer is
simply no. Indeed, assume that there are two possible worlds (and that the decision maker knows that) such
(1)
(2)
that Xn = 1/2 at all stages and Xn is drawn accordingly to a N (1/2 + ∆, 1) in the world 1 and accordingly
to N (1/2 − ∆, 1) in the world 2. Then any algorithm will suffer a regret of the order of log(n∆2 )/∆ in one of
(2)
the two worlds (the fact that the support of Xn is not bounded is irrelevant, as all the previous results hold for
sub-Gaussian variables), see Bubeck et al. [2013]. As a consequence, knowing the gap between the optimal arm
and the sub-optimal arm is not sufficient to obtain a uniformly bounded regret in 1/∆ as with full monitoring.
On the other hand, if µ? and ∆ are both known then regret can be uniformly bounded as follows (see Bubeck
bn(1)
et al. [2013] or Lai and Robbins [1984] for an asymptotic version). At all stages such that at least one of X
(k)
(2)
bn . If both of them are below the threshold,
bn is above the threshold µ? − ∆/2, play kn ∈ arg max X
or X
bn(2) is going to be above the
then play each arm once in the following two stages. Equation (1) implies that X
(1)
bn below it only 2/∆2 times. As a consequence, the suboptimal arm is going to be played at
threshold and X
2
most 4/∆ times. This gives an expected regret uniformly bounded in 1/∆.
bn(k) are below the threshold, then arm k should be chosen at random,
If there are more than 2 arms, and all X
with a probability that decreases with the distance to the threshold. Indeed, one can show that regret is then
smaller than
ERn .

X
k:∆(k) >0

log(∆(k) /∆min )
.
∆(k)

There are other possible ways to obtain bounded regret, with other a-priori knowledges on the set of parameters {∆(k) }, such as the knowledge of only µ? , of an intermediate value between µ? and µ? − ∆, etc.

1.5. Extensions
There are many possible extensions of this framework. Among them, we can mention
Continuous bandits: One of the key feature in multi-armed bandit was that the number of arms was
finite, equal to K. In continuous bandits, arms may be elements of some compact, non-necessarily
finite, set. For instance, an arm can be any point of the interval [0, 1], or more generally the hypercube
(x)
[0, 1]d ⊂ Rd . In this case, to any point x ∈ [0, 1]d , we associate an i.i.d. process Xn ∈ [0, 1] whose
expectation is µ(x).
Without any regularity assumption on µ(·) the regret can decrease arbitrarily slowly. We might
assume for instance that µ(·) is 1-Lipschitz, β-Hölder (i.e., |µ(x) − µ(y)| ≤ kx − ykβ ), etc. And under
such regularity assumptions, regret is sublinear.
An algorithm is rather simple, Kleinberg [2004], and we may assume for simplicity that the horizon
n is known in advance. Let K := {x(1) , . . . , x(K) } be an ε discretization of [0, 1]d and run the algorithm
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MOSS on this ε discretization. Then one immediately obtains that
ERN = N max µ(x) −
x∈[0,1]d

N
X

µ(xm )

m=1


≤N

(k)

max µ(x) − max µ(x

x∈[0,1]d
β

. Nε +

√


) +

x(k) ∈K

r
β

KN . N ε +

max µ(x
x(k) ∈K

(k)

)−

N
X

!
µ(xm )

m=1

β+d
1
N . N 2β+d ,
d
ε

if ε = N −1/(2β+d) because K, the size of the discretization, is of the order of 1/εd . This kind of results
can be further improved with additional assumptions on µ(·), for instance on its local behavior near the
optimum as in Bubeck et al. [2011].
Linear bandits: Linear bandits are special cases of continuous bandits where the function µ(·) is linear.
In particular; µ(·) is Lipschitz and so one might expect an upper-bound in n(1+d)/(2+d) . Actually, it
is possible to get√
a drastic improvement in this rate of convergence as there exist algorithms bounding
regret in poly(d) n, thus the rate of convergence is independent of the dimension, as in finite multiarmed bandit. Getting the right dependency in d in the polynomial is a major challenge, tackled for
instance in Abernethy et al. [2008], Dani et al. [2008].
Bandits with covariates: The framework of bandits with covariates, see Woodroofe [1979], is described
by two sets. A finite set of arms K = {1, . . . , K} and a convex compact set of covariates Z = [0, 1]d . At
each stage n ∈ N and before choosing kn , a covariate Zn ∈ Z is drawn accordingly to some distribution,
(k)
say uniformly on Z. Choosing arm k then yields a reward Xn of expectation µ(k) (Zn ) where all the
mapping µ(k) are sufficiently regular, for instance β-Hölder, otherwise regret can decrease arbitrarily
slowly.
In that framework, the optimal strategy chooses at stage k ∗ [Zn ] ∈ arg maxk µ(k) (Zn ), so we define
∗
the optimal value mapping µ? (z) = µ(k [z]) . Notice that a strategy is described, at stage n, as a function
that assigns to any possible value Z a choice kn (Z) ∈ K. As a consequence, expected regret is defined
as
n
h
i
X
ERn =
E µ? (Z) − µ(kn (Z)) (Z)
m=1

Without additional assumptions on the separation between mappings µ(k) (·), which is the equivalent of
gaps in the multi-armed bandits case, regret can be bounded as

ERn ≤ n

K log(K)
n

β
 2β+D

,

which has the same dependency in n has β-Hölder continuous bandit. The previous bound must be
understood as a slow, worst-case type of bound. It is possible to obtain fast distribution dependent
bounds by introducing a concept generalizing the gaps of multi-armed bandit, based on the margin
(k)
condition. We say that the distribution of Xn , Zn satisfies the α-margin condition if
n
o
P 0 < µ? (Z) − µ] (Z) ≤ δ ≤ cδ α , ∀δ > 0

where µ] (Z) is the second best strategy defined by µ] (Z) = maxk µ(k) ; µ(k) < µ? whenever it is
defined, otherwise µ] (Z) = µ? (Z). This margin condition represents how separated the optimal value
and the second optimal value are: a small value of α indicates that the problem is difficult, similarly
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to a small value of ∆ in multi-armed bandits, while problems with a large value of α are easier. We
emphasize here that the regularity of µ(k) , i.e., the coefficient β is known, while α is unknown.
An adapted version of Successive Elimination, developed in Perchet and Rigollet [2013], that discards
arms on a partition of [0, 1]d refined over time achieves the following guarantee:

ERn ≤ n

K log(K)
n

 β(1+α)
2β+D
.

The dependency in n, and most probability not the one in K (because of the logarithmic term log(K)),
is optimal.
Structured bandits: There are many different examples of structured bandits, as sparse bandits. The
vector (µ(1) , . . . , µ(k) ) is s-sparse if all but s coordinates are non equal to zero. In order to get non-trivial
(k)
results, we may assume in this case that Xn belongs to [−1, 1] and not [0, 1]. The typical idea would
be to replace all dependencies in K by s, similarly to Gerchinovitz [2013].
In combinatorial bandits, we assume some structure on the set of actions. For instance, assume that
Pd
(i)
(k)
(i)
K = {0, 1}d and choosing k = (k1 , . . . , kd ) ∈ K gives a payoff of Xn := i=1 ki Zn where Zn are
(k )
i.i.d. random variables. We can even distinguish two types of bandit monitoring, whether only Xn n
(i)
(i)
is observed or the values {ki Zn }. With full monitoring case, all the values {Zn } are observed, see
Audibert et al. [2014].
Partial Monitoring: The bandit monitoring can be seen as a specific case of partial monitoring. It is
described by an additional matrix H of size K × K whose components are elements of some Euclidean
(k)
(1)
space Rd . The observation after stage n is the vector eTkn HXn where Xn = (Xn , . . . , Xn ) and ek is
the unit canonical vector.
For instance, the bandit monitoring corresponds to H = Id with d = 1, while the full monitoring
corresponds to Hk,` = e` , with d = K. In the general case, it is possible that the regret cannot be
guaranteed to have a sub-linear growth, for instance when H = 0. In that case, it is however possible to
define and minimize a weaker notion of regret, see Lugosi et al. [2008], Perchet [2011], Rustichini [1999].

2. Non-Stochastic (or Adversarial) Environment
In this section, we remove the stochasticity assumption on the data. This general framework is motivated
by, among others, the spam detection problem. Indeed, spam senders adapt their strategy to the new filters
used and, as a consequence, the spam received might not be considered to be i.i.d.

2.1. Model and the Exponential Weight Algorithm
(k)

In this section, the stochasticity assumption on the processes Xn is removed, i.e., they are not necessarily
(k)
(k)
i.i.d. The value of Xn might even depend on all the past values {Xm , m ≤ n−1, k ∈ K} and on {k1 , . . . , kn−1 }.
This framework can be seen as a game between the decision maker and Nature: at each stage, depending on
(k)
the past history, they choose “simultaneously1” kn ∈ K and Xn . In this more general framework, we shall
only focus on the full monitoring case, even though the bandit monitoring has also been widely studied, see for
instance the survey Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi [2012].
The notion of regret is similar to the one introduced before, up to the fact that µ(k) are not defined:
Rn := max
k∈K

n
X
m=1

(k)
Xm
−

n
X

(km )
Xm
.

m=1

1The word simultaneously is merely used to precise that the values of X (k) are independent of k .
n
n
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It is rather immediate to see that any deterministic strategy might have a linear regret, so the decision maker,
in order to have a sub-linear regret, must choose actions at random. We denote by pn ∈ ∆(K) the probability distribution over K accordingly to which kn ∈ K is drawn, where ∆(K) stands for the set of probability
distributions over the finite set K. We emphasize that pn ∈ ∆(K) depends on the past history. Using conPn
√
(k )
centration inequalities for sums of martingale differences, it is possible to show that m=1 Xn n is n-close
Pn
(k )
of m=1 pn Xn , where pn Xn stands for the expected value of Xn n given the past history. As a consequence,
regret could be rewritten into
n
X

Rn0 := max

p∈∆(K)

pXm −

m=1

n
X

pm Xm = max
k∈K

m=1

n
X

(k)
Xm
−

m=1

n
X

pm Xm .

m=1

One of the most classical algorithm, called exponential weight algorithm, introduced in this setup in Littlestone
and Warmuth [1994], Vovk [1990], is defined as follows.
Exponential Weight Algorithm, η > 0 some parameter.
i) p1 is the uniform distribution
over K
P
ii) Choose

p(k)
n

eη

=P
K

`=1

n−1

m=1

eη

(k)
Xm

Pn−1
m=1

(`)

Xm

If the horizon N is known, the choice of η =

p
8 log(K)/N ensures that

0
RN
≤

p

N log(K)/2.

p
p
If the horizon is unknown, then choosing a varying parameter ηn = 8 log(K)/n ensures that Rn0 ≤ 2 n log(K).
The cost of not knowing the horizon lies therefore merely in the constants.
Since there are no assumptions on the sequences of rewards, the performances of this algorithm must be
compared with
p the ones obtained in the worst case analysis in the stochastic setup. And in both cases, the
guarantee in n log(K) are identical. As a consequence, the exponential weight algorithm performs as well in
a non-stochastic environment as the optimal algorithm in an i.i.d. environment.
p
Moreover, bounding regret in n log(K) is also optimal in the minimax sense: no matter the algorithm,
(k)
(k)
Nature can produce Xn such that the regret is bigger than this quantity. Indeed, assume that Xn ∈ {0, 1}
(k)
(k)
is chosen i.i.d. and Xn = 0 or Xn = 1 with probability 1/2. No matter the algorithm Epn Xn = 1/2 thus
Pn
Pn
(k)
E m=1 pm Xm = n/2. On the other hand, m=1 Xm follows approximatively a Gaussian Np
(n/2, n/4), as a
consequence the maximum over
k
of
these
quantities
has
an
expectation
of
the
order
of
n/2
+
n log(K), and
p
the regret is of the order of n log(K), no matter the algorithm.
There are different ways to interpret the exponential weight algorithm (and each leads to a different proof of
its performances)

P
Pn
(k)
n
– The first one is to see pn as the gradient at the point Gn :=
X
−
p
X
∈ RK
m
m
m
m=1
m=1
k∈K

K
of the
Ppotential function Φη that associates to any Z = (Z1 , . . . , ZK ) ∈ R the quantity Φη (Z) =
K
ηZk
log
/η. A direct consequence of Taylor’s theorem is that
k=1 e

Φη (Gn+1 ) = Φ(Gn ) + h∇Φη (Gn ), gn+1 i +

T
gn+1
∇2 G(ξn )gn+1
,
2
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where gn+1 =



(k)

Xn+1 − pm+1 Xn+1


k∈K

∈ RK , ∇2 G is the Hessian of G and ξn belongs to the line

[Gn , Gn+1 ]. Simple computations and the fact that pn+1 = ∇Φη (Gn ) show that
T
h∇Φη (Gn ), gn+1 i = h∇Φη (Gn ), Xn+1 i − pn+1 Xn+1 = 0 and gn+1
∇2 G(ξn )gn+1 ≤ η.

We finally get, using a simple induction and the fact that Rn0 ≤ Φη (Gn ):
Rn0 ≤ Φη (Gn ) ≤ Φη (0) +

log(K) nη p
nη
=
+
≤ 2n log(K),
2
η
2

p
with the choice of η = 2 log(K)/n, see Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi [2006] for more details. As mentioned
before, the constant can be improved, but at the cost of simplicity.
– The second way to interpret the exponential weight algorithm is in term of smooth (or quantal) bestresponses. At first sight, one might be tempted to play at stage n the action with the highest cumulative
Pn
(k)
rewards m=1 Xm , as in the stochastic framework. Unfortunately, this would lead to a linear regret,
mostly because of the irregularity of the best response mapping Z = (Z1 , . . . , ZK ) 7→ arg maxk Zk .
Therefore, regularizing or smoothing this mapping is necessarily and can be done as follows. Given
Z ∈ RK , define the ε-smooth best response to Z (with respect to the entropy h : ∆(K) → R) as
p∗ε (Z) := arg max pZ − εh(p).
p∈∆(K)

PK
Typically, the mapping h has to be convex. For the specific choice of h(p) = k=1 pk log(pk ), i.e., when
h is the Shannon entropy, then p?ε (Z) = ∇Φ1/ε (Z). The associated algorithm to a specific choice of
entropy function is usually called follow the regularized leader or smooth fictitious play, Fudenberg and
Levine [1995], Hazan [2012].
– A third way to interpret this algorithm, and this one can be used to efficiently implement it, is the
(k)
following. At each stage n ∈ N and for each action k ∈ K, let ζn be a random perturbation of the
reward, and consider the algorithm choosing the action with the highest perturbed reward, i.e.,
kn+1 = arg max
k

n
X

(k)
Xm
+ ζn(k) .

m=1

(k)

Then if ζn are i.i.d., drawn accordingly to some Gumble
distribution then it is easy to show that
Pn
(k)
the probability that kn+1 = k is proportional to ec m=1 Xm , where the value of c depends on the
parameters of the Gumble distribution. The exponential weight algorithm can therefore be viewed as
a perturbation of the best-response mapping. The associated algorithm is referred to as follow the
perturbed leader or stochastic fictitious play, Fudenberg and Kreps [1993].
Each of these interpretations can be generalized into a different class of algorithms, based on the minimization
of some potential function or any regularization/perturbation of the best response.
In case of bandit monitoring, the main idea is to apply the exponential weight algorithm with respect to the
bn(k) of unbiased estimators of Xn(k) defined by
sequences X
(k)

b (k) ] = Xn E[1{kn = k}] = X (k) .
b (k) = X (k) 1{kn = k} , since E[X
X
n
n
n
n
(k)
(k)
pn
pn

2.2. Stochastic Approximations: a Useful Tool for a Large Class of Algorithms
We now present an effective technique to prove that a given random sequence (pn )n generated by the decision
maker admits no regret in average (or, stated otherwise, that regret increases sub-linearly), as in the stochastic
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or smooth fictitious play introduced above. As mentioned before, we focus on the full monitoring case, where
pn+1 can depend on the whole past history as well as the stage number n (in which case his decision rule is
called time inhomogeneous). However we restrict our analysis
 particular case where it only depends on the
Pn to the
average realizations observed so far, i.e., pn+1 = µn n1 m=1 Xi where µn is some function to be chosen. Note
that the exponential weight algorithm with parameter ηn (where ηn can be either constant or time-dependent)
corresponds to the map µn defined by
!
(k)
enηn x
(1)
(K)
µn (x , ..., x ) = PK
nηn x(`)
`=1 e
k∈K
In this section, we are interested into the average regret up to time n, i.e.,
0

Rn :=

n
1 X
1 0
(k)
Rn = max X n − ρn , where ρn :=
pm Xm
k∈K
n
n m=1

In this setting, a strategy of the decision maker has average regret bounded by ε if, with probability one, the
random sequence (X n , ρn ) converges to the set

Cε :=

(X, ρ) ∈ RK × R : max X
k∈K

(k)


−ρ≤ε ,

in the sense that the limit set of (X n , ρn ) is contained in Cε . When ε = 0, we will say that there is asymptotically
no (average) regret.
Let Fn be the history up to stage n. The evolution of the sequences (X n )n and (ρn )n can be written as
(k)

(k)

X n+1 − X n −

ρn+1 − ρn −





1  (k)
1 
(k)
(k)
(k)
Xn+1 − E Xn+1 | Fn
−X n + E Xn+1 | Fn , k ∈ K,
=
n+1
n+1

1
1
(pn+1 Xn+1 − E (pn+1 Xn+1 | Fn )) =
(−ρn + E (pn+1 Xn+1 | Fn ))
n+1
n+1

Hence, denoting ξn+1 the martingale differences on the left-hand side and Zn := E(Xn+1 | Fn ), we obtain
the stochastic difference equation


X n+1 , ρn+1 − X n , ρn −


1
1
ξn+1 =
−X n + Zn , −ρn + µn (X n ), Zn
n+1
n+1

Intuitively the martingale difference (ξn )n should not affect too drastically the behavior of the random
sequence
Pn (X n , ρn ) in the long run. Thus using an appropriate time-rescaling through the map m(t) := min{n ∈
N:
m=1 1/i ≥ t}, the asymptotic behavior of the random sequence (X n , ρn ) should be closely related to the
solutions of the non-autonomous differential inclusion


d
(X(t), ρ(t)) ∈ F t, (X(t), ρ(t)) , where F (t, X, ρ) = (−X + Z, −ρ + µm(t) (X), Z ), Z ∈ RK .
dt

(4)

Taking into account the fact that Zn is completely unknown to the decision maker and therefore could be
anything, the image sets of F can be arbitrarily large. It is also worthwhile pointing out that the differential
inclusion (4) is non-autonomous, which makes the qualitative analysis of the solutions tricky. For instance it is
not clear how the concepts of attractor or Lyapunov function should be defined in these settings.
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However, in the particular case where the decision rule is autonomous, i.e; µn (x) = µ(x), so is the differential
inclusion and these notions can be generalized very naturally (see Benaïm et al. [2005]). Also and more importantly, if one can exhibit a Lyapunov function φ for the differential inclusion (4) with respect to the set Cε then
it can be proved (under the right conditions) that the limit set of (X n , ρn ) is almost surely contained in Cε . This
in turn proves that the average regret is asymptotically bounded by ε. This technique was introduced in Benaïm
et al. [2006] in a game theoretical framework to prove that smooth fictitious play strategies are ε-consistent for
small enough smoothing parameters. In our settings this result can be reformulated as follows: for any ε > 0,
if the decision maker uses an exponential weight algorithm with parameter ηn = nη then the average regret is
smaller than ε, provided η is large enough. In that case, notice that the decision rule of the decision maker is
µn = µ, where
!
ηx(k)
e
µ(x(1) , ..., x(K) ) = PK
ηx(`)
`=1 e
k∈K
and it can be proved that the map φ defined by
(
φ(X, ρ) =

max
p∈∆(K)

verifies

d
dt φ(X(t), ρ(t))

≤

1
η

1 X (k)
p log p(k)
p, X −
η

)

!+
−ρ

k∈K

+ Ke−t and is therefore a Lyapunov function for Cε , provided η is large enough.

In Benaïm and Faure [2013], this technique is developed to analyze more general decision rules of the form
µn (x) = Qh (nηn x), where Qh (y) := arg max {< y, p > −h(p)},
p∈∆(K)

that is Qh is the convex
P conjugate of some strongly convex function h. In particular, when h is the Shannon entropy: h(p) = k∈K p(k) log p(k) , we recover the exponential weight algorithm (see above and previous
section).
A natural question is then "how should the parameter sequence (ηn )n be chosen so that the average regret
asymptotically vanishes?" Intuitively, a necessary condition is to have nηn → +∞ (if this sequence goes to zero
for instance then the decision maker tends to play uniformly). However if the sequence nηn goes to infinity too
fast then the algorithm behaves like a best response algorithm and, as it was already mentioned in previous
section, the average regret does not vanish. The main result in Benaïm and Faure [2013] is that if nηn goes to
infinity and ηn = O(n−α ) for some positive α then there is no average regret.
However, according to their qualitative nature, the stochastic approximations techniques used to obtain this
result do not provide explicit upper bound for regret. In a recent paper, Kwon and Mertikopoulos [2014], a
continuous-time approach is used to obtain explicit upper bound for regret this class of algorithm. Unsurprisingly, if ηn = O(n−α ) then the optimal rate is obtained for α = 1/2 and the upper bound of the average regret
is then of the order n−1/2 . The techniques employed to obtain this result are based on an idea introduced in
Sorin [2009] to study the exponential weight algorithm in continuous time.

2.3. Improved Rates of Convergence

As we mentioned in Section 2.1, bounding the regret Rn0 by O n log(K) is optimal in the worst case. But, a
natural question is what happens in better situations. It is possible to get simultaneously worst case guarantees
and faster rate if the sequences of rewards are more favorable. For example, if the best decision receives large
p

Pn
(k)
cumulative reward Xn? = maxk∈K m=1 Xm then the agent can achieve O log(K) n − Xn? . Cesa-Bianchi
et al. [2007] raised the question whether it was possible to improve even further by proving second-order (variance
1/2 
 (k ) 
PN
like) bounds on the regret. They proved a bound in O log(K)
, where vm = Varpm Xm m is
m=1 vm
the variance of the agent’s forecast at stage m. This bounds has its advantages, however its uniformity over all
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decisions does not reflect that it may be easier to compete with some stable decision than with others. Besides,
one may find unpleasant that the bound depends on the forecasts of the agent itself.
To understand the intrinsic hardness of the problem and retrieve the classical biais-variance trade-off, CesaBianchi et al. [2007] also suggested the following desirable bound on the cumulative reward
n
X

pm Xm ≥ max
k∈K

m=1


n
X


(k)
Xm

m=1


v
u
n 


X
2
u
(k)
(k)
,
Xm − X n
+ tlog(K)


(5)

m=1

where  denotes some universal constant. Achieving this bound remains an open problem. Various methods
come close to accomplishing (5) but in each of these works the regret bound for agent k (the right term in (5))
also depends on rewards of other agents (see Chiang et al. [2012], Gaillard et al. [2014], Hazan and Kale [2010]).
However, such improved bounds still deserve consideration. We display below the one of Gaillard et al. [2014],
which expresses the regret in terms of excess gains,
n
X

pm Xm ≥ max

m=1

k∈K


n
X


(k)
Xm

m=1


v
u
n 
2 
X
u
(k)
.
+ tlog(K)
Xm − pm Xm


(6)

m=1

This is achieved by a variant of the prod forecaster of Cesa-Bianchi et al. [2007]. The main idea is to consider
a different learning rate for each decision. It forms at stage m the weight vector, defined component-wise by

Qm−1 
(k)
ηk t=1 1 + ηk Xt − pt Xt
p(k)
(7)
 ,
m = P
Qm−1 
(l)
1 + ηl Xt − pt Xt
l∈K ηl
t=1
where (ηk )k∈K are learning parameters that can be calibrated online (to a small multiplicative cost of log log n).
Regret
bound of form (6) present several nice features. For instance, assume that the sequences of rewards

(k)
are no longer adversarial, but are i.i.d. Assume also that one decision is significantly better than
others, then any algorithm that achieves Equation (6) only suffers constant regret with high probability, as
in the benchmark framework. Wintenberger [2014] also proves Equation (6) for a variant of the exponentially
weighted average forecaster and derives nice consequence of (6) in a generic stochastic setting. More precisely,
he obtains optimal bounds on the predictive risk. Another nice application of Equation (6) also occurs when a
decision receives large rewards, and another one in the context of experts reporting there confidence introduced
by Blum and Mansour [2007].
Xm

2.4. Generalized Regret and Generalized Exponential Weight Algorithm
In the adversarial framework, the notion of regret can be refined into more precise concepts. For instance,
the internal regret, see Blum and Mansour [2007], Foster and Vohra [1999], is defined as the usual regret on the
set of stages where a specific action was chosen. Mathematically, it reads as follows
(
)
(
)
X
X
X
X
i
(k)
(km )
(k)
(`)
Rn := max max
Xm −
Xm
= max max
Xm −
Xm .
`∈K k∈K

m:km =`

m:km =`

`∈K k∈K

m:km =`

m:km =`

Informally, having no internal regret means that, on the set of stages where the action ` ∈ K was played, it
was the best constant action to play. The concept of internal regret can even be more refined in swap regret.
The main idea is that the strategy of the decision maker must be (asymptotically and in average) at least as
good as the strategy that plays action φ(k) when the decision maker chooses k; such a mapping φ(·) is called a
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swap-mapping (the usual regret correspond to the case where the swap mappings considered are all constant).
The swap regret is therefore defined as
(
Rns := max

φ:K→K

n
X

(φ(km ))
Xm
−

m=1

n
X

)
(km )
Xm

.

m=1

Similarly to usual regret, swap regret can equivalently be written in expectation as
(
0

Rns = max

φ:K→K

n X
K
X

(φ(k))
p(k)
−
m Xm

m=1 k=1

n
X

)
pm Xm

m=1

(
= max

φ:K→K

n
X

pm [φ]Xm −

m=1

n
X

)
pm Xm

,

m=1

P
(`)
where pm [φ](k) = `:φ(`)=k pm .
Even more generally, we can define a general adaptive swap mapping as any function ξ that maps to any
finite history a specific action, i.e.,
ξ:

o
[ n
(k)
pm , Xm
; m ≤ n, k ∈ K → K.
n∈N

Given a finite set Ξ of such adaptive mappings, we define the associated Ξ-regret as
(
Ξ0
RN

= max
ξ∈Ξ

n X
n
X

(ξ(h(k)
m ))
p(k)
m Xm

m=1 k=1

−

n
X

)
pm Xm

n
o
, where hkm = ps , k, Xs(`) ; s ≤ m − 1, ` ∈ K .

m=1

A key result is that, as soon as Ξ is finite, regret can be sub-linear,
Perchet [2014]. Indeed, introduce the
P
Ξ
Ξ
ηZξ
potential ΦΞ
from
R
into
R
defined,
as
before,
by
Φ
(Z)
=
log(
e
)/η. Taylor’s theorem yields again
η
η
ξ∈Ξ
Ξ
Ξ
Ξ
Ξ
ΦΞ
η (Gn+1 ) = Φη (Gn ) + h∇Φη (Gn ), gn+1 i +

Ξ
Ξ
(gn+1
)T ∇2 ΦΞ
η (ζn )gn+1
,
2

Pn Pn
Pn
(k) (ξ(h(k)
Ξ
Ξ
Ξ
Ξ
m ))
where GΞ
− m=1 pm Xm and gn+1
= GΞ
n =
n+1 − Gn and ζn ∈ [Gn , Gn+1 ]. To apply
m=1
k=1 pm Xm
the same argument as before, it only remains to prove that there always exists pn+1 such that the inner product
(k)
is non-positive, no matter the choice of Xn+1 . This is actually a consequence of von Neumann minmax theorem.
(k)
Ξ
Indeed, h∇ΦΞ
η (Gn ), gn+1 i is linear both in pn+1 and in {Xn }k , as a consequence
min

max

pn+1 ∈∆(K) X (k) ∈[0,1]K
n+1

Ξ
h∇ΦΞ
η (Gn ), gn+1 i =

max
(k)
Xn+1 ∈[0,1]K

min

pn+1 ∈∆(K)

Ξ
h∇ΦΞ
η (Gn ), gn+1 i.

(8)

(k)

As a consequence, one just has to check that for any {Xn }k ∈ [0, 1]K there exists p such that the inner product
(k)
is non-positive. This is immediate by taking p = ek∗ where k ∗ ∈ arg maxk Xn .
As a consequence, choosing pn+1 as a solution of the minmax problem (8) ensures that
0

RnΞ ≤

p

2 log(Ξ)n.

Specific examples includes external, internal and swap regret,
where the
p
p set of mappings
p is of size at most K,
K 2 and K K , therefore with respective upper bounds of 2 log(K)n, 2 log(K)n and 2K log(K)n.
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2.5. Application: Load Forecasting
In this section, we are concerned with the application of short-term (one day ahead) forecasting of the
electricity consumption. For more details, the reader is referred to the empirical study of Gaillard and Goude
[2014]. Load forecasting is vitally important for electric providers like Electricité De France (EDF). It helps
to make decisions on purchasing and generating electric power so as to maintain the equilibrium between
production and demand. A variety of methods and ideas have been explored in the past decades. This makes
it especially interesting for our setting of prediction with expert advice.
We consider a load data set which includes half-hourly observations of the total electricity consumption of
the EDF market in France from January 1, 2008 to June 15, 2012, together with several covariates, including
temperature, cloud cover, wind, etc. We aim at forecasting the consumption every day at 12:00 for the next
24 hours; that is, for the next 48 time instances. This data set was analyzed in Devaine et al. [2013], Gaillard
and Goude [2014]. The data is partitioned into two pieces: a training set from January 1, 2008 to August 31,
2011 to fit the forecasting methods; a testing set from September 1, 2011 to June 15, 2012 to evaluate their
performance and to perform the sequential aggregation methods. Operational forecasting purposes require the
predictions to be made simultaneously at 12:00 for the next 24 hours. Aggregation rules can be adapted to this
constraint via a generic extension detailed in Devaine et al. [Devaine et al., 2013, Section 5.3].

Figure 1. [left] The observed half-hourly electricity consumptions between January 1, 2008
to June 15, 2012. Approximately the last year (in gray) is used to test the methods. [middle]
The observed half-hourly electricity consumptions during a typical week. A weekly pattern
can be observed with a reduction of consumption during the week-end. [right] The impact of
temperature on electric load.
Our choice of individual models includes a set of three forecasting methods: the GAM forecaster captures nonlinear relationships between electric load and different covariates (temperature, nebulosity,. . . ) by performing
a regularized linear regression on a spline basis transfer functions (see Pierrot and Goude, 2011, Pierrot et al.,
2009); the CLR forecaster performs a data driven dimension reduction together with a data transformation so as
to reduce the problem to a simple linear regression (see Cho et al., 2013, 2014); the KWF is a nearest neighbors
approach on a wavelet basis (see Antoniadis et al., 2006, 2010, 2012, 2013). These individual forecasters were
carefully chosen because they exhibit good performance and various behaviors.
We consider three combining algorithms: the exponentially weighted average forecaster (EWA) introduced in
learning theory by Littlestone and Warmuth [1994], Vovk [1990] and presented in Section 2.1; the ridge regression
forecaster (Ridge) introduced in the context of prediction with expert advice by Azoury and Warmuth [2001];
and the prod forecaster with multiple learning rates (ML-Prod) introduced in Gaillard et al. [2014] and recalled
in Equation (7). The learning parameters of EWA and Ridge were optimized online on adaptive finite grids as
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suggested in [Devaine et al., 2013, Section 2.4]. The learning rates of ML-Prod were theoretically calibrated
according to Gaillard et al. [2014]. Ridge aims at competing with the best linear combination oracle, while EWA
and ML-Prod compete with the best convex combination (non-negative weights that sum to 1) by resorting to
the gradient trick (see [Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi, 2006, Section 2.5]).
A sequence of prediction ŷ1n = (b
y1 , . . . , ybn ), formed over the testing set by an individual forecaster or by a
combining algorithm, is evaluated by its root mean square error (rmse) and by its absolute percentage of error
(mape), respectively defined by:
v
u n
u1 X
n
(yt − ybt )2
rmse(ŷ1 ) = t
n t=1

n

and

mape(ŷ1n ) =

1 X |yt − ŷt |
,
n t=1
yt

where y1n = (y1 , . . . , yn ) denotes the half-hourly sequence of observations of the load along the testing set
(n = 48 × 244 days = 11 712 time steps).
Methods

rmse (MW)

mape (%)

Best expert

744

1.29

Best convex combination

629

1.06

Best linear combination

629

1.06

EWA

624

1.07

ML-Prod

625

1.04

Ridge

638

1.06

Figure 2. Performance of oracles and combining algorithms.
Table 2 reports the errors obtained by the combining algorithms and by three oracles (the best individual
forecaster, the best convex combination of individual forecasters, and the best linear combination). The mapes
are around 1%. We observe similar results for the best convex combination and for the best linear combination
with rmses of 629 MW. This explains why Ridge does not perform better than other combining algorithms:
there is no visible gain in competing against the best linear combination, but the estimation cost is larger. The
best individual forecaster gets 744 MW. This motivates the necessity of combining these models which bring
different information. Remark that the effective regrets of EWA and ML-Prod are actually negative. This shows
how pessimistic the worst case regret bound O n log(K) is in real world. They are indeed stated in the worst
case scenario, which is unlikely to occur in reality.

Figure 3. Time evolution of the weights assigned to the three individual forecaster by MLProd [left] and by Ridge [right].
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Figure 3 displays the time evolution of the weights assigned by ML-Prod and by Ridge during the testing
period. Ridge forms weights that are much are much more stable. Stability may be desirable if one ask for
robust methods that can predict at larger horizons of time as well. On the other hand, it is less adaptive to a
changing environment.

3. Learning in Games
(k)

From now on, we shall assume that the sequence of rewards Xn are no longer chosen adversarially by Nature
that has no objectives, reason or motivations but rather that there are a finite number of players whose repeated
choices of actions induce sequence of rewards to them.

3.1. A Reminder of Static/Dynamic Game Theory
First of all, we recall some basic notions of game theory. Assume that there is a finite number of players
i = 1, . . . , I and that player i chooses action ki in a finite set Ki . The choices of actions k1 , . . . , kI generate
a reward to player i through the payoff mapping u(i) (k1 , . . . , kI ). As mentioned above, players might want to
choose actions at random (or play a mixed action), accordingly to pi ∈ ∆(Ki ); in that case, the associated
expected payoff for player i is
Y (k )
X
pj j u(i) (k1 , . . . , kI ) = Ep1 ⊗...⊗pI [u(i) ].
u(i) (p1 , . . . , pI ) :=
Q
j
(k1 ,...,kI )∈

Ki

The following notation is widely used and quite useful
u(i) (p−i , qi ) = (p1 , . . . , pi−1 , qi , pi−1 , . . . , pI )
Among all the solution concepts of game theory, Nash equilibrium is probably the most important. The hindsight
is that a point (p?1 , . . . , p?I ) is a Nash equilibrium if all player i, assuming the others are going to play accordingly
to p?1 , p?2 , etc., has no strict interest to play something else than p?i . Stated otherwise, if all other players play
p?j , then player i has no interest in deviating from playing p?i . Formally, (p?1 , . . . , p?I ) is a Nash equilibrium if
u(i) (p?−i , p?i ) = max u(i) (p?−i , p),

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , I}.

p∈∆(Ki )

An interesting feature of Nash equilibria is that they always exist (at least in mixed actions) when all action
sets are finite. Maybe more surprisingly, there are generically an odd number of them, and it is complex to
compute them (see, e.g., von Stengel [2002]).
This is one of the reasons why correlated equilibria have been introduced. Instead of playing independently
(as in Nash equilibria), we can Q
assume that players can correlate their choices of actions using
Qsome external
device that picks (k1 , . . . , kI ) ∈ Ki , accordingly to some known product distribution q ∗ ∈ ∆( Ki ),Qand such
that player i only observes ki (and not the other coordinates k−i ). The product distribution q ∗ ∈ ∆( Ki ) is a
correlated equilibrium if for all player i ∈ {1, . . . , I} and all action k ∈ Ki having a positive probability of being
played, the player i has no incentive to deviate by playing ` ∈ Ki instead, i.e., if
?
?
u(i) (q−i
[k], k) = max u(i) (q−i
[k], `),
`∈Ki

?
where q−i
[k] is the marginal of q conditional to k. Note that this immediately reduces (up to a multiplication
of both sides by 0) to
X
X
q ? (k−i , k)u(i) (k−i , k) ≤
q ? (k−i , k)u(i) (k−i , `), ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , I}, ∀k, ` ∈ Ki .
k−i

k−i
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So correlated equilibria are defined by a finite number of linear inequalities. The set of all correlated equilibria
is therefore a convex compact polytope and is simpler to compute than the set of Nash equilibria (which is by
definition a subset of the set of correlated equilibria).
There are special classes of games of specific interest:
Zero-Sum Games: These games are two player games such that u(1) = −u(2) , i.e., the gain of a player
is the loss of the other. A key property of these games is that players have optimal strategies that
guarantee them to obtain at least some reward, called the value of the game, no matter what their
opponent is playing. In comparison, in non-zero sum games, the mixed action to be played by a player
at a Nash equilibrium depends on the actions of his opponents.
These statement are summarized in the minmax theorem of von Neumann:
max

min

p?
1 ∈∆(K1 ) p2 ∈∆(K2 )

u(1) (p∗1 , p2 ) =

min

max

p∗
2 ∈∆(K2 ) p1 ∈∆(K1 )

u(1) (p1 , p?2 )

and the value of the game is precisely the common value of these problems. Optimal actions for player 1
are any point p?1 that maximizes minp2 ∈∆(K2 ) u(1) (·, p2 ) and similarly for player 2.
In zero-sum games, players should always play an optimal action, since this ensures them at least
the value and any other choice can give them a strictly smaller reward. So given a zero-sum game,
players have some well defined “optimal” actions. This is not the case in non-zero sum games, even
if the set of Nash equilibria is given. Indeed, they are typically non-unique, with a finite number of
them. So knowing the set of equilibria is not sufficient to know the action a player should play, since
the prescribed action at a given equilibria might be suboptimal for another one. Player must learn
somehow which equilibria is going to be played before playing it.
Potential Games: Those games, introduced by Rosenthal [1973], have anQadditional assumption on the
reward mappings. We assume that there exists a potential function φ : Ki → R such that
u(i) (k−i , k) − u(i) (k−i , `) = φ(k−i , k) − φ(k−i , `),

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , I}, k, ` ∈ Ki .

Here, the crucial assumption is that φ does not depend on i. There always exists a pure Nash equilibrium
(i.e., an equilibrium where any player plays a pure action) in those games: any maximizer of the function
φ. Computing them can therefore be tractable.
In the model we consider, we assume that each player i chooses sequentially actions ki,n ∈ Ki and gets
the sequence of payoff u(i) (k1,n , . . . , KI,n ). Even if they know that there are several players choosing actions
simultaneously, we assume that they do not known how many opponents they have, what are their actions sets
and payoff mappings: the only observation available to player i at stage n is his current payoff and, possibly,
the payoff he would have got had he played another action. In particular, we assume that players do not try
to, or at least can not, infer the parameters of the games (the set Kj and/or the mappings u(j) ) but rather
whether their individual and uncoupled behaviors (i.e., the decisions taken by a player do not depend on the
payoff mappings of other players) converge, in some sense to be defined later, to the set of Nash equilibria or
any other solution concepts.
We might consider three different possible definitions of convergence or learning Nash equilibria, from the
strongest to the weakest.
Q
i) The first one requires that the profile of mixed action p~n = (p1,n , . . . , pI,n ) ∈ ∆(Ki ), where pi,n ∈
∆(Ki ) is the mixed action used by player i at stage n, converges to the set of Nash equilibria. We
emphasize here that we do not require convergence to one specific Nash equilibrium, but convergence
to the whole set, in the sense that the distance from p~n to the set goes to 0.
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Q
ii) The second convergence is in average. Players learn Nash equilibria if ~pn = (p1,n , . . . , pI,n ) ∈ ∆(Ki ),
Pn
Pn
where pi,n = m=1 pi,m /n or more or less equivalently pi,n = n1 m=1 δki,m , converges to the set of
Nash equilibria.
Pn
Q
iii) The last type of convergence happens if the joint empirical distribution n1 m=1 p~m ∈ ∆( Ki ) conP
n
verges to the set of Nash equilibria; a more or less equivalent requirement is that n1 m=1 δk1,m ,...,kI,m
converges to the set of Nash equilibria.
Learning a different class of equilibria (say, correlated equilibria) is defined in a similar way.

3.2. Classes of Learnable Equilibria
Unfortunately, Nash equilibria are not learnable by any uncoupled strategies. No matter the profile of
strategies, there always exists at least one game in which none of three aforementioned convergence occurs, see
Hart and Mas-Colell [2003, 2006].
Pn
Q
For instance, if all players minimize their regret
Q then m=1 p~m /n ∈ ∆( Ki ) converges to the Hannan set
that contains all probability distribution q ∈ ∆( Ki ) such that
Eq u(i) (k1 , . . . , kI ) ≥ max
u(i) (ki∗ , q−i ),
∗
ki ∈Ki

where q−i is the marginal of q on the coordinates different from i. This statement does not need any proof as
it is a direct consequence of the definition of regret minimization. The Hannan set can actually be defined as
the limit behavior of regret minimization strategies.
In special subclasses of games though, convergence to Nash equilibria might occur. One of the main striking
example are zero-sum games. Indeed, q ∈ ∆(K1 × K2 ) belongs to the Hannan set if and only if
max u(1) (k1 , p2 ) ≤ max u(1) (k1 , q−1 ) ≤ Eq [u(i) (k1 , k2 )]

min

p2 ∈∆(K2 ) k1 ∈K1

k1 ∈K1

and similarly, since u(2) = −u(1) ,
Eq [u(i) (k1 , k2 )] ≤ min u(1) (q−2 , k2 ) ≤
k2 ∈K2

max

min u(1) (p1 , k2 ).

p1 ∈∆(K1 ) k2 ∈K2

As a consequence (p1,n , p2,n ) converges, in the second sense, to the set of optimal strategies and, similarly, the
average payoff converges to the value of the game. The existence of regret minimization strategies actually
proves von Neumann’s minmax theorem, see, e.g., Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi [2006]. Indeed, given any strategies
(1)
(2)
of both players, denote by Rn and Rn the respective regret of player 1 and 2 at stage n. Then it holds that
min

max u(1) (k1 , p2 ) ≤

p2 ∈∆(K2 ) k1 ∈K1

n
1 (1) 1 X (1)
1
1
Rn +
u (p1,m , p2,m ) ≤ max
min u(1) (p1 , k2 ) + Rn(1) + Rn(2) .
n
n m=1
n
n
p1 ∈∆(K1 ) k2 ∈∆(K2 )

As a consequence, the existence of strategies with sublinear linear regret ensures that
min

max

p2 ∈∆(K2 ) p1 ∈∆(K1 )

u(1) (p1 , p2 ) ≤

max

min

p1 ∈∆(K1 ) p2 ∈∆(K2 )

u(1) (p1 , p2 ).

The other inequality always holds, this is therefore an equality which entails the minimax theorem.
We conclude this section by mentioning that although Nash equilibria are not learnable, correlated equilibria
are. Indeed, assume that all players minimize their internal regret, without taking into account that they are
facing other players. Then the empirical distribution of actions converges, in the third sense, to the set of
correlated equilibrium.
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(i)

Indeed, the internal regret Rn of player i satisfies, for all k ? ∈ Ki
X

max
`∈Ki

X

u(i) (km,−i , `) −

u(i) (km,−i , k ? ) ≤ Rn(i)

(i)

(i)

m:km =k?

m:km =k?

where km,−i is the profile of actions played by the other players at stage m. Defining qn =
this inequality becomes

1
n

Pn

m=1 δ(k1,m ,...,kI,m ) ,

(i)

max u(i) (qn,−i [k ? ], `) − u(i) (qn,−i [k ? ], k ? ) ≤
`∈Ki

1
Rn
,
n qn,i [k ? ]

(i)

where qn,i [k ? ] = n1 ]{m : km = k ? } and qn,−i [k ? ] is the empirical mixed action played by other players when
(i)
player i had chosen action k ? . Consider any “internal regret minimizing strategies”, i.e., such that Rn /n → 0,
and q ? any accumulation point of {qn }. Then if qi? [k] > 0 we necessarily get by continuity
?
?
max u(i) (q−i
[k], `) = u(i) (q−i
[k], k),
`∈Ki

thus q ? is a correlated equilibrium.

3.3. Learning (Asynchronously) Nash Equilibria in Potential Games
Potential games have proven very useful, especially in the context of routing games, first mentioned in
Beckman et al. [1956] and exhaustively studied ever since, in the transportation as well as computer science
literature, see for example Gallager [1977], Orda et al. [1993], Wardrop [1954] and for distributed optimization
(see for example Roughgarden [2005]).
As mentioned before, potential games always admit at least one pure Nash equilibrium, any maximizer of
the potential function φ. This also provides a framework to design a learning algorithm.
We consider the best response correspondence BRi (k) as the set of all actions that maximize the payoff for
player i under profile k:


BRi (k) ≡

argmax ui (α; k−i ) .

(9)

α

A Nash equilibrium (NE) is a fixed point of the correspondence, i.e., a profile k ∗ such that ki∗ ∈ BRi (k ∗ ) for
every player i. This provides a distributed learning algorithm of Nash that consists in iterating the best response
for all the players until convergence.
Best Response Algorithm (BRA):
Repeat until no player changes its action
1. Pick player i at random
2. Select new action ki,t+1 := BRi (u(i) (t))
Just checking that the potential increases whenever a player updates its action in Algorithm (BRA) yields
that for any potential game, Algorithm (BRA) converges in finite time, almost surely, to a Nash equilibrium,
see Monderer and Shapley [1996].
However, this learning algorithm suffers from several drawbacks.
1) First, using best response requires that each player has exact knowledge of the payoff of all its actions.
2) Letting players play simultaneously instead on one after the other destroys the convergence property.
So that time coordination between players is needed unless the revision sets (sets of players that can
play simultaneously) have a separation property (see Coucheney et al. [2014a]).
3) Finally, this algorithm is not robust to estimation errors on the payoffs.
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A natural idea to fix these problems is to replace the greedy decisions of the players by a smoothed randomized
best response map. Player i mixes its actions with distribution pi , as it was done in Section 2.2:
pi (u(i) ) = arg max


X

p∈∆(Ki ) 

β



pβ u(i) (β) − hi (p) ,


(10)

where hi is a smooth strongly
convex function, steep on the boundary of the simplex, which acts as a penalty
P
to the expected payoff β p[i]β u(i) (β) of player i.
Convergence to a global maximizer of φ (hence, a Nash equilibria) of the modified algorithm can be proved
using the theory of non-homogeneous perturbed Markov chains, see Coucheney et al. [2014a]. However, using
a smoothed best response map does not help in solving the problems of the previous algorithm: the modified
algorithm still requires the same information for each player (payoffs of all its actions) and the necessary and
sufficient condition on the revision set for convergence are the same as for best response, see Coucheney et al.
[2014a].
To solve these problems, one has to get away from the Markovian nature of the previous algorithms. Here
are the main two ingredients of the upcoming algorithm:
First it keeps track of all past actions payoffs, through their score (discounted sum of all their past rewards),
and second, it uses the previous smoothed best response, but on the current scores of the actions, and not on
the payoffs directly.
One of the nice features of this approach actually lies in the proof of its convergence. The proof (sketched
below) is based on the construction of a continuous dynamic for which we prove a form of the folk theorem of
convergence to equilibria and stochastic approximation techniques to design a discrete learning algorithm.
In continuous time, the score of action α for player i at time t follows a classical discounting scheme :
Z
yk,i (t) =

t

e−T (t−s) u(i) (k, p−i (s)) ds,

(11)

0

or, in differential form:
ẏk,i = u(i) (k) − T yk,i ,

(12)

where T denotes the model’s discount rate and p−i (s) ∈ X is the other players’ mixed strategy at time s.
As for players’ choices, they use the same smoothed best
P response as before. To make equations more explicit,
let us consider the case where h is the entropy: h(x) = β pβ log pβ . This yields the so-called logit map for p:
exp(yk,i )
,
pk,i (y) = P
` exp(y`,i )

(13)

.
Combining the score and strategy dynamics gives a penalty-regulated learning process as an adjusted replicator
equation, see Coucheney et al. [2014b]:
"
ṗk,i = pk,i u(i) (k, p) −

#
X

"

p`,i u(i) (`, p) − T pk,i log pk,i −

`

#
X

p`,i log p`,i .

(14)

`

As the name implies, when the discount rate T vanishes, (14) freezes to the ordinary (asymmetric) replicator
dynamics of Taylor and Jonker [1978].
When the game has potential Φ, the dynamical system 14 admits a Lyapounov function
F (p) ≡ T

X
i

hi (pi ) − φ(p).

(15)
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This readily characterizes the asymptotic behavior of (14) under the form of a folk theorem: For T > 0, if
q ∈ X is Lyapunov stable then it is also a quantal response equilibria (QRE) of G with rationality level 1/T .
Here q = (q1 , . . . , qI ) is a QRE if, for some ρ ≥ 0 and for all i ∈ N :
exp(θu(i) (k, q−i ))
.
qk,i ≡ P
(i)
` exp(θu (`, q−i ))
The scale parameter θ ≥ 0 will be called the rationality level of the QRE in question. Obviously, when θ = 0,
QRE have no ties to the game’s payoffs; on the other hand, when θ → ∞, quantal response functions approach
best responses and QRE tend to become NE.

3.4. Distributed Learning Algorithm
Let us now examine how the dynamical system (14) can be used to design a new learning algorithm in finite
games that are played repeatedly over time:
Penalized Learning Algorithm (PLA):
(1) At stage n+1, each player selects an action ki (n+1) based on a mixed strategy pi (n) ∈ ∆(Ki ).
(i)
(2) Every player receives a bounded and unbiased estimate ûk (n + 1) of his actions’ payoffs,
viz. h
i
(i)
(i)
(a) E ûk (n + 1) Fn = uk (p−i (n)),
(i)

(b) ûk (n + 1) ≤ C (a.s.),
where Fn denotes the history of the process up to stage n and C > 0 is a fixed constant.
(3) Every player updates the score Yk,i (n + 1) of each action according to a discretization of
(i)
(14): Yk,i ← Yk,i + γn (ûk (n + 1) − T Yk,i );
(4) Players choose a new mixed strategy pi (n + 1) = logit(Yi ) and the process repeats ad infinitum.
The fact that the conditional expectations satisfy
E [(Yk,i (n + 1) − Yk,i (n))/γn+1 | Fn ] = u(i) (k, p(n)) − T Yk,i (n)
makes this algorithm a stochastic approximation of the penalty-regulated dynamics.
The theory of stochastic approximations, see Section 2.2 or Benaïm [1999], can be used to assess the following
convergence properties. If the step size sequence γn is (`2 − `1 )–summable, and the players’ payoff estimates
û(i) (α) are bounded and unbiased, the algorithm converges (a.s.) to a connected set of QRE of the game with
rationality parameter θ = 1/T . In particular, p(n) converges within ε(T ) of a Nash equilibrium of the game
and the error ε(T ) vanishes as T → 0.
The previous algorithm can be adapted to the case where the only information at the players’ disposal is
the payoff of their chosen actions, possibly perturbed by some random noise process. It can also be adapted to
incorporate asynchronous updates from the players as well as communication delays.
Further properties of this algorithm and its variants have been studied in Belmega and Mertikopoulos [2014].
They show that it minimizes regret in the framework MIMO network optimization.
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